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a b s t r a c t

Wereport in this paper on an analysis of 20months of data takenwith LOPES. LOPES is radio antenna array
set-up in coincidence with the Grande array, both located at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology,
Germany. The data used in this analysis were taken with an antenna configuration composed of 30
inverted V-shape dipole antennas.

We have restricted the analysis to a special selection of inclined showers—with zenith angle y4403 .
These inclined showers are of particular interest because they are the eventswith the largest geomagnetic
angles and are therefore suitable to test emission models based on geomagnetic effects.The reconstruc-
tion procedure of the emitted radio signal in EAS uses as one ingredient the frequency-dependent antenna
gain pattern which is obtained from simulations. Effects of the applied antenna model in the calibration
procedure of LOPES are studied. In particular, we have focused on one component of the antenna, a metal
pedestal, which generates a resonance effect, a peak in the amplification pattern where it is the most
affecting high zenith angles, i.e. inclined showers.

In addition, polarization characteristics of inclined showers were studied in detail and comparedwith
the features ofmore vertical showers for the two cases of antennamodels, with andwithout the pedestal.

& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The goal of LOPES (LOFAR Prototype Station) [1] is to establish
the possibility and explore the efficiency of detection of radio
waves coming from extensive air showers believed to be generated
through a geosynchrotronmechanism [2]. The experimental set-up
is placed within the area covered by the particle detector array,
KASCADE-Grande [3], a choice made because certain air shower
parameters, taken from particle detectors, can be used to establish
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radio emission properties and parametrization of the pulse height.
The present analysis is concernedwith the LOPES set-up consisting
of 30 inverted V-shaped antennas detecting radio waves in the
range of 40–80 MHz, 15 oriented along the East–West direction
and 15 in the North–South direction. The set-up is absolutely
amplitude calibrated.

The radio signal froman air shower recorded by the 30 antennas
is obtained by performing a beamforming procedure. Afterwards
analysis is performed to establish the correlation between various
parameters of the air showers and the pulse height.More details on
the general analysis procedure are given in Ref. [4], these
proceedings]. In this study we investigate the effect of one of the
antenna components on the analysis results.

2. LOPES antennas

The LOPES dual-polarization antennas are composed of two
V-shaped rods, one for each polarization, and a metal pedestal.

The amplification factor used during the analysis of LOPES
events to calculate the absolute field strength is given by [5]

V!n" # PM!n"
PR!n"

#
4prn
c

! "2 PM!n"
Gr!y,f,n"GtPt!n"cos2!b"

!1"

where PM is the power measured with the LOPES antenna and
calculated in the frequency domain, PR is the (calculated) incoming

power to the LOPES electronic chain, n is the frequency of the
emitted signal, and r the distance between the external source and
the LOPES antenna.Gr!y,f,n" is the gain of the LOPES antenna taken
from simulation,Gt is the reference source antenna gain, Pt!n" is the
power of the reference source and b is the angle between the
polarization axis of the reference source and the field antenna,
aligned during the measurements.

It can be seen from the above formula that the gain of the LOPES
antenna taken fromsimulation is employed in the calculationof the
absolute field strength.

Simulations performed so far for the real antenna, [5] show that a
resonance effect induced by the metal pedestal appears around the
frequency of 58 MHz. This effect is small for near vertical angles,
becomes larger for zenith angles close to 451 and is negligible again
for higher inclinations. Fig. 1(a) shows a simulation result when the
pedestal is taken into account.The range from 401 to 501 zenith
angles is where most of the inclined radio events are recorded and
therefore it is important to study the possible influence of the
resonance to the obtained results. Fig. 1(b) shows the amplification
factor without the pedestal effect. It can be seen that the peak is no
longer present.

3. Data processing and correlations

In the present study we use dual-polarization data recorded in
2007 and 2008 in coincidence with KASCADE-Grande. For the
purpose of studying only bright and inclined events we have made
a cut for zenith angle y4403 and muon number, Nm4106, corre-
sponding to a primary energy of above $ 1017 eV.We also impose an
area cut for the events reconstructed fromGrandedata. This leavesus
with 5582 eventswhere LOPES data are recorded. In order to be clear
of any atmospheric electric field contribution we ignored the events
which occurred during thunderstorms which rejects 12 events.

The errors employed in the analysis are: 50% error for muon
number, 0.61 for direction, 20 m error for core coordinates and 20%
error on the radio amplitude calibration.

Due to the high level of noise in KIT and to the fact that LOPES
events are distant (Grande triggered) we impose an additional cuts
on the pulse height. After performing the selection cuts only 49
events remain.

The correlations we are usually investigating with LOPES data
are:

% pulse height, e, vs. the cross product of the direction of the
incoming shower and Earth’s magnetic field, P# j~v & ~Bj,

% pulse height vs. distance from antennas to shower axis, R, and
% pulse height vs. the number of muons in the respective air

shower which is an estimator for primary energy, Nm.

e# const1!P'const2"exp
(R
R0

! "
Nm

105

! "const3 mV
mMHz

# $
: !2"

The constants, const1, const2 and const3 are obtained from iterative
separation of parameters and we will discuss their values in the
next section. R0 is the scaling radius parameter.

4. Results

In order to investigate the influence of the presence of the
pedestal in the simulations we perform the standard LOPES proces-
sing and then the analysis described above for the two cases: with
and without taking into account the effect induced by the pedestal.

The dependencies between pulse height and various shower
parameters obtained as described in the previous section are
displayed in Fig. 2(a)–(c).

Fig. 1. Amplification factor distribution for one antenna for different zenith angles,
with the metal pedestal included in the simulation (a), and without metal pedestal
included in which case Gt is fixed to 4.0 [5].
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Using these results we can write the pulse height, as Eq. (3) for
the casewith pedestal, and Eq. (4) for the casewithout the pedestal.
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218:77726:00

! "
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So far we have taken into account the total polarization vector,
P# j~v & ~Bj#

%%
!

p
P2
EW 'P2

NS", but we can treat separately each com-
ponent, for East–West and North–South polarizations respectively.
If we perform the same analysis for the cases with and without
pedestal, but on separate polarizations we arrive at the next
parametrizations for the pulse height. With pedestal:
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Without pedestal:
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In a coherent signal we expect the power in the Nm dependence to
be close to 1. It can be seen that the results come closer to this
assumption in the case with the pedestal and approach the
incoherent case in the case without the pedestal. This is a hint
that the pedestal and therefore the resonance is really there andhas
to be considered. Another problem is the scatter of the data points
around the ‘‘coherence’’ line, which is larger than the uncertainty of
the measurements and even larger when the pedestal is not taken
into account. When all the dependencies are well assumed and
corrected for this scatter should be smaller. This is a hint that the
parametrization seems to miss contributions. This gets even more
pronounced when studying the dependence on ~v & ~B.

If theemissionmechanismispurelygeomagneticweexpect tohave
a value very close to 0 for const2, in const2' j~v & ~Bj. This value is
systematically lower in the case without the pedestal than in the case
with the pedestal, but it is close to 1 instead of 0. If the assumption is
right than the case with the pedestal seems to be better.

Inbothcases thenon-zerovalueof thisparametermay indicate that
the emission is not purely geomagnetic and other effects are super-
imposed. Other possible mechanisms are described in Refs. [9,12].

The fit of the j~v & ~Bj dependence is linear because we assume an
emission mechanism which would present this feature, but for
showers with j~v & ~BjI1 a clear enhancement is visible which is not
discussed yet.

The quality of the fit for the R0 dependence for the EW and NS
components separately isworse in the casewithout the pedestal than
the casewith the pedestal because thedata points aremore scattered.

We have also performed the same type of analysis on inclined
showers data recordedwith LOPES in previous configurations, only
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10 antennas sensitive to the East–West polarization [10] and 30
antennas sensitive to the same polarization [11], both with the
pedestal contribution included. We can say that the results are
consistent with those presented here for the casewith the pedestal
taken into account.

Many similar analyseswere performedwith LOPES data [4,6–8],
including the pedestal. The results of the parametrization are in
rough agreement to these for the inclined showers.

5. Comparison with the simplified geomagnetic model

The influence of the geomagnetic angle on the radio emission
features has been observed since the 70’s [12].

A geosynchrotron mechanism has been proposed, [2], which
explains the emission as coming from positively and negatively

charged particles bent in opposite directions in the magnetic field
which then emit coherent geosynchrotron radiation [2]. The syn-
chrotron electric field produced near the axis of particle motion is
to first-order proportional to the cross product j~v & ~Bj, where ~v is
the direction of the EAS motion and ~B the geomagnetic field [13].

Assuming that this model is correct, the dependence shown in
Fig. 3(a) and (b) should be close to the diagonal. It can be seen then
again the data points are more scattered in the case without the
pedestal than in the case with the pedestal.

Also in both figures it can be seen that there are clear deviations
from the diagonal for showers coming fromNorth, which, again is a
hint that the geomagnetic emission may not fully describe the
measured signal.

6. Conclusions

We have studied the influence of the presence or the absence of
the effect induced by themetal pedestal in the amplification factor
pattern, by analyzing the final correlations of pulse height with
shower parameters in both cases. If the effect is overestimated in
the simulations an improvement should be seen in the results.
Instead the data points are more scattered around and the fits
behave worse than expected. Therefore, the simulated resonance
effect seems to be true and have to be taken into account during the
reconstructionprocedures. In addition, the analysis also gives some
hints that the geomagnetic emission is not the only production
mechanism and other phenomena contribute to the overall radio
signal.
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Fig. 3. j~v & ~BjNS=j~v & ~BjEW vs. the ratio of the pulse heights for the NS and EW
polarizations, in the case with pedestal (a), and without pedestal (b). The different
markers denote air shower arrival directions.
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